Case Report Medical Eponyms
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Summary
Medical eponyms are medical words derived from people's names. Eponyms, especially similar sounding eponyms, may be confusing to people trying to use them because the terms themselves do not contain physiologically descriptive words about the condition they refer to. Through the use of electronic health records (EHRs), embedded applied clinical informatics tools including synonyms and pick lists that include physiologically descriptive terms associated with any eponym appearing in the EHR can significantly enhance the correct use of medical eponyms. Here we describe a case example of two similar sounding medical eponyms — Wegener’s disease and Wegner’s disease — which were confused in our EHR. We describe our solution to address this specific example and our suggestions and accomplishments developing more generalized approaches to dealing with medical eponyms in EHRs. Integrating brief physiologically descriptive terms with medical eponyms provides an applied clinical informatics opportunity to improve patient care.
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Introduction

Eponyms are words or terms derived from people's names. Medical eponyms have been used for centuries for identification and scientific recognition (sometimes erroneously) of various medical diseases, syndromes, methods, process, substances, organs, organ parts, signs and symptoms. Approximately 8,000 medical eponyms exist today [1, 2].

There are pros and cons to the use of medical eponyms [3, 4]. However, what appears clear is that medical eponyms will continue to be used in clinical medicine for the foreseeable future. Moreover, errors in the use of medical eponyms will continue because some people who use a medical eponym, especially similar sounding medical eponyms, will use them incorrectly [5, 6]. This incorrect use of medical eponyms stems, at least in part, from the fact that the eponym does not include physiologically descriptive terms. Additionally, even if the medical eponym is used correctly, others seeing only the eponym name itself may not know what the eponym is referring to. These issues present an applied clinical informatics opportunity.

Case

As part of a larger project to automate the mandatory reports of diseases for public health purposes between our electronic health record (EHR) and our state disease reporting system [7, 8, 9], we were trying to identify patients with syphilis. Therefore, we were examining encounter diagnosis and problem list ICD-9 codes in our Epic EHR (Epic Systems Corporation, Verona WI) related to syphilis from 2009–2011.

We discovered six patients out of 57 over a 2-year period that had an ICD-9 code description related to syphilis (congenital syphilitic osteochondritis). However, on manual validation review of their EHR records, these patients did not have laboratory conformation or other documentation corroborating the syphilis ICD-9 code description. Rather, these six patients had documentation corroborating a diagnosis of a vasculitis -- Wegener's Granulomatosis. While the clinicians were trying to add Wegener's disease (Wegener's Granulomatosis) to the patient's diagnosis or problem list, they were actually adding Wegner's disease (congenital syphilis osteochondritis) to the patient's diagnosis or problem list. Wegener's Granulomatosis is a disorder in which small and medium blood vessels develop vasculitis and has nothing to do with syphilis. We found two patients who had an ICD-9 code for Wegner's disease incorrectly listed in their problem list and four patients who had an ICD-9 code for Wegner's disease incorrectly listed in their encounter diagnoses. There were a total of 37 encounters for these six patients in which the incorrect ICD-9 codes were used. Outside of our operational, non-research efforts to identify and correct these incorrect ICD-9 codes we did not involve any human subject or their data in this research. Therefore, no IRB approval was sought or obtained for this work.

Results

Once discovered, to avoid this problem in the future, whenever the ICD-9 code description for Wegner's disease appears in a structured ICD-9 pick list in our Epic EHR we changed our display name to the "long display name" option in our EHR and then added a long display name for Wegner’s disease of “Wegner’s disease (congenital syphilitic osteochondritis)” (Fig. 1). In the first year since this change, we are not aware of any cases of the ICD-9 code for Wegner’s disease being mistakenly used for the ICD-9 code of Wegener’s disease in our EHR.

Although this change to our local EHR system addressed this issue in our healthcare system, we also looked to broaden the impact of this informatics intervention to improve the correct use of medical eponyms in two additional ways;
1. identifying other potential eponym examples and
2. embedding eponym physiologically descriptive information with our third party knowledge vendor.
We searched for other similar sounding but different meaning medical eponyms from within the standard ICD-9 CM data set [10] on two different medical eponyms sites [1, 2]. Additionally, we reviewed our EHR diagnosis records to look for diagnoses that met the following three criteria
1. whose name contained the terms “syndrome” or “disease”;
2. were actually used at least one time as a billing diagnosis in our EHR, and
3. were valid (as opposed to retired) ICD-9 CM billing diagnoses.

Finally, we also queried the Unified Medical Language System (UMLS) Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) looking for similar sounding but different meaning terms whose name contained the terms “syndrome” or “disease” [11]. These analyses led to identifying other similar clinically relevant examples of pairs (two) or groups (more than two) of similar sounding, but significantly different meaning eponyms. For each pair or group of similar sounding but different meaning eponyms we developed a brief (less than 55 characters in length) physiological description for each eponym (Table 1).

Secondly, to broaden the impact of our solution and make this intervention easier for multiple different EHRs across different healthcare systems to implement, we wanted to approach our third party terminology vendor. Therefore, we contacted Intelligent Medical Objects (IMO®) (http://www.e-imo.com) (Northbrook IL), the terminology vendor that we use for problem/diagnosis terms and codes and provides mapping to ICD-9. IMO® was receptive to integrating brief physiological descriptive term(s) in their ICD-9 CM eponym terms with similar sounding eponyms that were identified and has already integrated in brief physiological descriptive terms for all eponyms in Table 1 with their August 2012 update. This way any customer, including ourselves, who used the IMO® Problem (IT) product, have, at least for this group of similar sounding eponyms, the eponym’s brief physiologically descriptive term(s) automatically installed and maintained as part of their normal use of the IMO® Problem (IT) product. Physiological descriptive terms would also have some value for eponyms without similar sounds eponyms and could use this model.

Discussion

With approximately 8,000 medical eponyms in existence today, medical eponyms are an important part of the clinical lexicon [1, 2]. However, medical eponyms, because they do not contain physiological descriptions, are sometimes used inappropriately [5, 6]. Even when used appropriately, medical eponyms can cause confusion because others seeing the eponym may not know or understand their meaning.

One of the promises of applied clinical informatics is to provide point of care information integrated into the clinical work flow – the right information, to the right person, in the right format, through the right channel, and at the right time point in the workflow [12]. The info button provides one approach to this [13]. However, for medical eponyms we provide an alternative information integration approach by integrating additional information in with the name of the eponym in ICD-9 structured pick lists. This approach eliminates the extra info button click and makes the additional information describing the eponym even easier to appreciate. This approach could also be taken with any terminology that includes medical eponyms, for example ICD-10 [14] and SNOMED-CT [15]. Including brief physiological descriptions anywhere an eponym occurs will help with appropriate use and easier understanding of eponyms that appear in these terminologies.

Our approach of engaging a third-party terminology vendor in this solution makes it very scalable so that others will benefit from this information support with no significant additional effort on their part if they already use a third-part terminology vendor. The keys to addressing this eponym issue are

- to make sure those terminology vendors and organizations that create and maintain terminologies include brief physiological descriptions with any eponyms in their terminology and
- that EHR software vendors (and any other product vendor that presents terminologies to end users) configure their products to easily accommodate eponyms with brief physiological descriptions.
This case example and solution approach will hopefully improve the use of eponyms, especially similar sounding eponyms, in numerous EHRs, as it already has in our EHR. Hopefully this example will also stimulate people to think of other situations and approaches to further integrating point of care information support into EHRs.

**Conclusion**

Medical eponyms provide an opportunity to take basic clinical informatics principles and tools – clinical terminology ontologies and clinical decision support – and integrate them into actual clinical information systems to improve clinical care. Coupling brief physiological descriptions with eponym names, especially those with similar sounding eponym names, when they appear in structured pick lists in EHRs provides integrated point of care clinical decision support to enhance correct use of medical eponyms and thereby improve patient care.
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**Fig. 1** Screen shots of Wegner’s Disease eponym in our electronic health record from ICD-9 CM pick lists before (upper) and after (lower) including integrated short physiological description.
Table 1 Examples of similar sounding eponym pairs (or triples) referring to different clinical conditions (possible short physiological descriptions in italics).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Eponym Pair</th>
<th>Short Description</th>
<th>Other Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Albright syndrome (infant renal tubular acidosis)</td>
<td></td>
<td>McCure-Albright syndrome (polyostotic fibrous bone dysplasia)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>De Quervain disease (radial styloidic tenosynovitis)</td>
<td></td>
<td>De Quervain’s syndrome (complete testicular feminization)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frey’s syndrome (gustatory sweating)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Frei’s disease (lymphogranuloma venereum)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hunt’s disease (occupational compression of ulnar nerve)</td>
<td>Hunt’s syndrome (cerebellar dysyndergia with interntion tremor and myoclonus)</td>
<td>Ramsay Hunt Syndrome (geniculate herpes zoster)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meigs’ syndrome (ovarian fibroma with ascites and pleural effusion)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Meige’s syndrome (blepharospasm with oromandibular dystonia)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meniere’s disease (cochlear hydrops)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Menetrier’s disease (hyperplastic hypersecretory gastrony)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paget’s Disease of bone (osteitis deformans)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Paget’s Disease of breast (epidermal malignancy of nipple and areola)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pott’s disease (spinal tuberculosis)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Pott’s puffy tumor (frontal bone osteomyelitis with subperiosteal abscess)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wegener’s granulomatosis (granulomatosis with polyangiitis)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Wegner’s disease (congenital syphilitic osteochondritis)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wermer’s syndrome (multiple endocrine neoplasms, type 1)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Werner’s syndrome (hereditary premature aging)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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